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Imaging a two-dimensional electron system with a scanning charged probe
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We introduce a new and conceptually simple scanning probe method to resolve potential fluctuations within
a GaAs two-dimensional electron system~2DES!. The method employs a charged metal tip to deplete locally
the 2DES. The depletion is detected as a reduction in capacitance, measured using a cryogenic transistor
attached directly to the tip. The resulting images exhibit contrast arising from variations in the disorder
potential. We find the disorder forms random patterns dominated by length scales greater than 0.5mm. This
surprising result is not consistent with present theories, which predict that no preferred wavelengths should be
present on the micron scale.
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The integer and fractional quantum Hall effects in tw
dimensional electron systems~2DES! are among the mos
remarkable phenomena to be discovered in condensed m
physics in the past two decades.1,2 Disorder in these system
gives rise to localized states that play a major role—henc
complete description of sample disorder is crucial.3,4 In
GaAs systems, the 2DES typically resides 20–100 nm be
a layer of ionized Si donors. The main source of disorde
believed to be the random distribution of these charged io
resulting in a potential in the 2D layerVdisorder that contains
random fluctuations. In contrast to conventional transp
measurements, which give the spatially-averaged 2DES
order, scanning probe techniques sensitive to local elec
fields offer the possibility to directly measure nanomet
scale properties of the 2DES. These techniques include s
ning single-electron transistor microscopy,5–7 charged-probe
force microscopy,8–10 and subsurface charge accumulati
~SCA! imaging.11–13

Here we report a new cryogenic scanning probe meth
based on SCA imaging, capable of resolving potential fl
tuations within a GaAs system. Similar to charged-pro
force microscopy, a voltageVtip is applied to the tip to lo-
cally perturb the 2D layer. Conceptually, our method is ve
simple. A negativeVtip pushes away electrons in the 2D lay
below the tip’s apex. The reduced density results in a red
tion of the tip-2DES capacitance, which we measure usin
cryogenic transistor attached directly to the tip. Because
disorder potential also contributes to the local depletion,
scanning the charged probe we can map out variation
Vdisorder. We find the disorder potential forms random pa
terns with surprisingly long characteristic length sca
greater than 500 nm. This result agrees with a recent s
performed Finkelstein and co-workers, which utilized a mo
complex few-electron-bubble method to achieve contrast14

The sample used for these measurements was
Al0.3Ga0.7As/GaAs(001) wafer grown by molecular bea
epitaxy~MBE!, shown schematically in Fig. 1~a!. The 2DES
is located at a distance ofd1560 nm below the expose
surface, and a distanced2540 nm above a degenerate
doped (1018 cm23) GaAs substrate~3D metal!. An AlGaAs
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tunneling barrier separates the 2D and 3D layers. The a
age electron density in the 2DES is 631011 cm22, the low-
temperature transport mobility is;105 cm2/Vs, and the
characteristic 3D–2D tunneling rate is approximately 2
kHz. Figure 1~b! schematically shows the method, whic
works as follows: An ac excitation voltageVexc applied be-
tween the 3D substrate and a sharp metal tip locally indu
charge to tunnel back and forth between the 3D and
layers. A Schottky barrier blocks the charge from tunneli
directly onto the tip. The measured signal is the resulting
image chargeq on the tip electrode, which is proportional t
the number of ac electric field lines terminating on it. For t
measurements shown here,Vexc58 mV rms at a frequency
20 kHz. We find this excitation amplitude to be sufficient
small to ensure that the system is in linear response. M
over, because the excitation frequency is small compare
the zero-field tunneling rate, the 2DES has sufficient time
charge fully during each cycle and the charging is appro
mately in-phase with the excitation. Hence the measurem
is essentially a local probe of the tip-2DES capacitanceC

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic of heterostructure sample. The 2D la
forms in the potential well at the GaAs/AlGaAs interface from ele
trons provided by silicon dopants~1’s!. Randomness in the dopan
distribution is believed to be the main source of disorder.
AlGaAs tunneling barrier separates the 2DES from the 3D s
strate.~b! Schematic of measurement technique. Charge is indu
locally to tunnel from a three-dimensional substrate into the tw
dimensional layer by applying an ac excitation voltageVexc between
the tip and substrate. This results in ac image chargeq on the tip
which is proportial to the capacitanceC5q/Vexc.
©2004 The American Physical Society08-1
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5q/Vexc. Both the geometrical capacitance and 2DES th
modynamic density of states contribute toC.15,16The typical
units are 10218 C/V51 aF.

We position the tip to within a few nanometers of th
sample surface using an innovative and highly stable sc
ning probe microscope.17 The image charge signal is de
tected using a circuit constructed from a low-inpu
capacitance high-electron-mobility transistor~noise level
0.01 electrons/AHz!. Most of the signal (;99.8%) corre-
sponds to electric field emanating from areas macrosc
cally far from the location under the probe.16 We subtract
away this background signal using a bridge circuit. To
quire images, the tip is scanned laterally across the sur
without the use of feedback. Cryogenic temperatures w
achieved using a helium-3 cryostat, either by direct imm
sion in liquid helium-3 at 0.3 K, or by using the helium-3
an exchange gas while regulating the temperature wit
thermally-coupled helium-4 pot.

Figure 2~a! shows a representative measurement of
capacitance as a function of tip voltage, performed with
tip held at a fixed location~i.e., not scanned!. The large ar-
row marks the nulling voltageVtip5Vnull50.6 V, measured
using the Kelvin probe technique.11 This is the effective zero
point where the applied voltage compensates for the t
sample contact potential.5 In other words, atVnull there is no
dc electric field between the tip and sample. AsVtip becomes

FIG. 2. ~Color online! ~a! Representative fixed-tip measureme
of the capacitanceC as a function of dc tip voltageVtip . As nega-
tive voltages tends to deplete the 2D layer, the signal shifts from
relatively high tip-to-2D capacitance at positiveVtip to the lower
tip-to-3D capacitance at negativeVtip . The large arrow indicates th
effective zero potentialVnull . The data were acquired at 0.3 K.~b!
An intuitive picture used to estimate the spatial resolution of
technique. The 2DES is assumed to be completely depleted b
the apex of the tip out to a radiusr . This results in ‘‘missing’’ field
lines compared to the accumulated case, shown as dashes. T
fore, in depletion less image charge is induced on the tip.~c! A
series of 333 mm capacitance images acquired at tip voltages sp
ning a range ofVtip50.50 V–20.55 V as indicated in~a!. The
displayed images are filtered to remove nanometer scale scatter
images were acquired at 1.5 K.
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negative with respect toVnull , the tip begins to deplete th
2DES and the capacitance drops. We see that nearVtip

520.3 V the capacitance again levels off, forming a ch
acteristic steplike curve.18 This indicates that at20.3 V the
2DES below the apex of the tip is nearly completely d
pleted. The magnitude of the step isDC520 aF.

Figure 2~b! gives an intuitive picture for the measure
ment. We assume the 2DES is completely depleted below
apex of the tip out to an effective radiusr . This forms a hole
into which charge can no longer tunnel in response to the
excitation. Hence ac electric field lines near the apex of
tip are missing as indicated by the dashes~to be replaced by
a set of fewer lines emanating directly from the 3D su
strate!. Therefore less image charge is induced on the
compared to the accumulated case, and the capacitan
reduced. The radius of the depleted area is a key param
as it determines the spatial resolution of the scanning m
surements. Using a simple parallel plate model we can e
mate roughlyr from the magnitude ofDC. If we assume that
both the tip-to-2DES and the tip-to-3D substrate capa
tances can be approximated as parallel plates of areapr 2,
the capacitance step can be expressed asDC520 aF
5(pr 2)k«0@1/d121/(d11d2)#, wherek512.5 is the GaAs
dielectric constant. This estimate gives approximatelyr
590 nm, a value somewhat larger than the 50 nm radius
curvature of the chemically etched PtIr tip.19 This value com-
pares well to a detailed numerical calculation we have p
formed for this system, which predicts a spatial resolut
length of 92 nm.20 Moreover a direct comparison of the ca
culation to the sharpest features discerned in scanning m
surements~employing the same tip and sample as the ima
presented below! shows reasonable agreement.20

Figure 2~c! shows a series of capacitance images labe
A–H, acquired at 1.5 K over a 333 mm area by scanning
the tip while depleting the 2DES. The tip voltage is dec
mented by 0.15 V for each displayed image, indicated in F
2~a! by the small arrows. The figure represents a subse
the total data set, which consisted of 34 images acquire
decrement of 0.075 V over a voltage range ofVtip50.5 V–
20.7 V. The time span to acquire the data was 12 h.
observed only small drifts in tip–sample separation;1 nm
over this long period of time, a testament to the high deg
of mechanical and thermal stability achieved by the syste
In the figure, brighter shades correspond to greaterC. Hence
for image A, which was acquired just below the nulling vo
age atVtip50.5 V, the relative capacitance is high. For ea
subsequent image, the 2DES density is further reduced
C falls off accordingly. As expected, the entire area becom
relatively dark nearVtip520.25 V.

To extract the detailed structure of the disorder poten
from these images, we must consider that the geometr
capacitance will contribute toC, in addition to the 2DES
thermodynamic density of states. In other words, we int
pret the features in Fig. 2~c! as a convolution of surface
topography and disorder potential variations. To isolate
proximately the disorder potential contribution, for each u
filtered image we subtracted a scaled reference image
represents the topographical contribution. We used imag
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as the reference since it has the minimal depletion, hence
expect that the contrast arises mostly from topograp
Moreover, the diagonal ridges present in the image are qu
tatively similar to the surface growth features observed
the sample,21 an example of which is shown in Fig. 3~a!.
After subtracting image A, as a last step we reduced sm
drift effects by subtracting an offset and slope from each l
of the processed image. No further processing or filter
was performed.

We find that the processed images in the range ofVtip
50.425– 0.275 V all showed very similar structure,
shown in Fig. 3~b! which exhibits theVtip50.350 V data
@corresponding to image B of Fig. 2~c!#. The structure ap-
pears to consist mostly of randomly distributed micron-sc
droplets. These features are qualitatively different from b
image A and the typical topographical surface featur
shown in Fig. 3~a!. In principle, it is possible that the fea
tures arise from topographic structure at the 3D-tunne
barrier interface, 100 nm below the surface. However, thi
unlikely because this interface topography should clos
mirror the surface topography.21 Hence we assert that Fig
3~b! represents a direct map ofVdisorder. We find that at tip
voltages lower that 0.275 V, the pattern begins to beco
distorted and many of the droplet features disappear;
effect can already be seen in the unprocessed images of
2~c!.

The observation that the features persist over a tip volt
range of 0.425–0.275 V, orDVtip5150 mV, allows us to

FIG. 3. ~Color online! ~a! A 333 mm scanning tunneling mi-
croscopy image of surface topography acquired at room temp
ture. The elongated moundlike growth features are typical for G
~001! and are approximately 5 nm tall.~b! Capacitance image fo
Vtip50.350 V, processed to remove the topographical contribu
to the signal. The image represents variations in the disorder po
tial and shows intriguing droplet features of size;0.5mm. ~c!
Fourier transform of~b! over a range of665mm21. The minimum
along theky axis (kx50) is an artifact of the processing.~d! Sche-
matic of the radial spectrum calculation used to identify the do
nant wavelengths.R(l) is found by integrating the transform imag
along a series of circles of radiusk52p/l. ~e! Radial spectrum of
~b! compared to the spectrum of a numerically generated
33 mm random ‘‘white noise’’ image~inset!. The curves are nor-
malized to have an average value of 1.0.
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estimate roughly the magnitude of the disorder poten
fluctuations in the 2D layer. To translateVtip variations into
Vdisorder variations, we consider two capacitors in serie
Ctip– 2D and C2D– 3D. We can then write DVdisorder

5DVtip @Ctip– 2D/(Ctip– 2D1C2D– 3D)#. From Ref. 20 we find
that the capacitance per unit area below the apex of the t
Ctip– 2D'131024 F/m2, whereas the 2D-to-3D capacitanc
per unit area isC2D– 3D5k«0 /d252.531023 F/m2. We then
find DVdisorder;5 mV, roughly a factor of 2 larger than th
estimated value in Ref. 14.

To the eye, Fig. 3~b! appears to be dominated by drople
like features of size;0.5mm. To more quantitatively ex-
tract the length scales present in the processed images
applied a standard approach based on the 2D Fourier tr
forms:F(kx ,ky)5F@C(x,y)#, wherekx andky are the wave
vector coordinates. No additional filtering or processing w
performed on the data prior to taking the Fourier transform
Figure 3~c! shows the Fourier transform of Fig. 3~b!. The
minimum along theky axis is an artifact resulting from sub
tracting the offset and slope from each line of the dire
image. We then calculate the radial spectrumR by integrat-
ing the Fourier transform along a set of circles of radiusk:
R(l)5R(k52p/l)5* uF(k cosu,ksinu)udu, as shown
schematically in Fig. 3~d!.

Figure 3~e! shows the radial spectrum of Fig. 3~b!. We see
that relatively long wavelengths greater than 0.5mm domi-
nate the spectrum, confirming the expectation. We find
evidence that the depleting voltage itself plays a role
forming the micron scale structure. For example, we fi
nearly identical structure for theVtip50.425 V and Vtip
50.350 V data—for both the direct images and radial sp
tra. For comparison, Fig. 3~e! also shows the spectrum from
a numerically generated ‘‘white noise’’ image in which a
wavelengths contribute approximately equally.

The observed micron-size disorder length scale is surp
ing in light of the conventional picture that the MBE grow
results in an entirely random spatial distribution of
donors.22–26 The charge distribution may change as a res
of electron migration between the donors. However, this
fect is expected to suppress~not enhance! long-range fluc-
tuations. The interdonor distance in our sample is appro
mately 10 nm, calculated from the Si density of 1018 cm23,
bulk doped over an AlGaAs thickness of 10 nm. The oth
key length scale is the donor layer-2DES distance which
expected to set the minimum length for fluctuations
Vdisorder. For our sample this is 20 nm, smaller than o
spatial resolution of 90 nm. Hence the disorder poten
should appear completely random to our 90 nm experime
resolution, giving an appearance similar to the white no
image shown as an inset in Fig. 3~e!.

Our observations agree approximately with a recent st
performed by Finkelstein and co-workers14 for the length
scale of Vdisorder fluctuations. That study probed a samp
grown in a different MBE machine, using the few-electro
bubble method to resolve the disorder potential. The te
nique utilizes the formation of a quantum dot below the ap
of the tip while a magnetic field brings the 2DES to ne
integer Landau level filling; the addition spectrum of the d
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is sensitive to the disorder potential fluctuations. In contr
our method is conceptually much simpler and requires
applied magnetic field.

In summary, we have developed a new low-temperat
scanning probe method sensitive to potential fluctuati
within a GaAs two dimensional electron system. The meth
simply employs a charged probe to deplete locally the
layer, reducing the measured capacitance between the p
and the layer. By scanning the probe we can image variat
in the disorder potential, which also contributes to the lo
depletion. We find the disorder potential forms random p
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